EasyClean10 Glass Treatment
FAQ’s
How often do I need to clean my shower or bath enclosure?
To keep your glass looking new, the glass needs to be cleaned each week.
What is the best product to use to clean my shower or bath enclosure?
It is recommended to use a damp microfiber cloth and a mild detergent to remove any soap scum and grime from the glass.
Do I have to squeegee my glass after each use?
Yes. To properly care for EasyClean10 Glass Treatment, rinse regularly with water and squeegee dry after each use.
How long is the warranty on my Easy Clean 10?
10 years from date of installation
Why are there circular or swipe marks on my glass when my bathroom steams up?
This sometimes occurs because the water remaining after cleaning contains minute traces of contaminates. After drying
these contaminates remain but cannot be seen to the naked eye. Unless you are cleaning with de-mineralized water these
particles will attract water vapor when using the shower. This is a normal occurrence and does not affect the performance of
the surface protection.
Can I damage the Easy Clean 10 protection?
Yes. Be careful not to use any rough, gritty, highly acidic, alkaline or abrasive cleaners such as Comet (powder), Ajax or
cerium oxide as they may damage the protective coating over time.
What do I do if minerals build up on my glass?
For areas with hard water or bore/well water, due to a higher concentration of mineral deposits such as lime and calcium,
a build up may occur on the protective coating and may not be easily removed with a damp microfiber cloth and a mild
detergent. A solution of white vinegar and water (1 part vinegar to 5 parts water) should be sprayed onto the glass and
allowed to soak for several minutes. This will dissolve any mineral deposits that have built up on the glass surface. A damp
microfiber cloth should then be used to wipe over the glass.
Can Easy Clean 10 be reapplied in my home?
Yes. It can be applied by EasyClean10 trained technicians
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